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Beam Charge Asymmetry AQ

 Recall that an asymmetry AQ in the beam charge Q can

be deﬁned as:

Q↑ − Q↓
AQ = ↑
Q + Q↓
 Compton measurements of AQ show it mostly <100 ppm
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close‐up
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AQ: Outliers from Compton Data
 For the three outliers in the Compton data, I looked at

AQ for contemporaneous BigBite runs
 These were much lower than the values in the
Compton chart – so I redid the Compton calculations
without a beam current cut
Asymmetries in ppm
BigBite run

u1

d1

u3

d3

Compton
(redone)
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d10

2057

69.3

65.4

46.3

47.2

125

38.5

39.4

2075

263

274

247

241

117

241
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2084

26.3

29.0

6.1

5.1

191

‐2.6

‐2.0

 Inconsistent readings – DAQs too diﬀerent?
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AQ Wrap‐Up
 Inconsistencies between Compton and BigBite

measurements probably make this a poor comparison
 But consistently low Compton measurements may give

us an order‐of‐magnitude sense that this is not a big
problem

 Checking BigBite/LHRS AQ values would be an easy

thing to add to an end‐of‐run data quality check
 To really understand/quantify this behavior (and to
conﬁrm that it is not an issue), we may need to turn
to the HAPPEX runs
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BigBite Sca=ering Angle (1)
 We can conﬁrm our understanding of BigBite’s behavior

by considering elastic scattering events
 First task: match scattering variables (e.g. scattering
angle) to BigBite variables

 Step 1: BigBite’s angle θ during d2n
Target

Beamline (z)
θ

BigBite

‐x

 Survey report A1219 gives x,y,z

positions of 3 locations along
detector’s central ray

 θ=arctan(‐x/z)
 Results: 44.66°, 44.67°, 44.75°
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BigBite Sca=ering Angle (2)
 Step 2: Transform between BigBite detector

coordinates (in tree) and Hall A coordinates (e.g.
scattering angle)
 From Seamus’s thesis:
 θtarg = dxdet/dzdet
 φtarg = dydet/dzdet

 Meanwhile, θscat is relative
to the z‐axis in the Hall A
coordinate system
 Transformation between
these coordinate systems is
via a rotation
TN‐01‐001: C. Hyde‐Wright, L. Todor and G. Laveissiere
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BigBite Sca=ering Angle (3)
 The track’s intersection with the spectrometer plane

is positioned at


r = ( x tg , y tg ,ztg ) = ( z tan θ,z tan φ,z)
 Rotating through the spectrometer central angle ϑsp
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gives an expression for the scattering angle in Hall A
coordinates

cosΦscat


p ⋅ zˆ sin ϑ sp tan φ tg + cos ϑ sp
=  =
p
1+ tan 2 θ tg + tan 2 φ tg
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BigBite Sca=ering Angle (4)
 How does this compare to the scattering angle

embedded in the analyzer code?

 Working on

identifying
where central
spectrometer
angle goes into
kinematics code
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BigBite Sca=ering Angle (5)
 Angle confusion doesn’t have a big impact on the

resolution of, say, dp/p, but (in H2 elastics data) it
does give it a ~5 MeV systematic shift
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H2 ElasGcs in BigBite: pdiﬀ
 In Run 1258, we see that the scattering angle is

approximately right: pdiﬀ (almost) removes the
momentum’s dependence on scattering angle

Reconstructed Momentum

Momentum Discrepancy
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3He

ElasGcs in BigBite: pdiﬀ

 Similar behavior in Run 1208

Reconstructed Momentum

Momentum Discrepancy
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What’s Next?
 BigBite
 Understand origin of scattering angle in PriKineBB class
 Conﬁrm correct positioning of spectrometer in DB
 Look at one‐pass singles data in BigBite … asymmetries?
 Understand Matt’s PID cuts
 Compton
 Background work continues …
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